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In communication, ambiguous referring expressions which have multiple referents within the 
linguistic or non-linguistic context can be resolved by taking another person’s perspective. This 
requires considering so-called common ground (CG) information, that is, mentally or 
perceptually shared information of both interlocutors. Competing accounts have been 
proposed about when CG information is integrated during utterance comprehension. In the 
Constraint-Based Account, listeners can make rapid use of CG during their online utterance 
interpretation (e.g., Nadig and Sedivy, 2002; Hanna et al., 2003). In contrast, the Egocentrism 
Account assumes that CG information is integrated only late with effort, after an initial 
egocentric interpretation has led to errors (e.g., Keysar et al., 2000). The Autonomous 
Activation Account instead suggests that listeners actively attempt to take a speaker’s 
perspective in anticipation of a linguistic expression, but then fail to fully integrate CG 
information due to autonomous activation of privileged information (Epley et al., 2004; Barr, 
2008). Since it is still a matter of debate, when CG information is integrated during utterance 
comprehension, we further investigated this topic from two perspectives. On the one hand, we 
were interested in the time course of WHEN CG information affects utterance processing in 
adults by means of eye-tracking as well as electroencephalography (EEG). The use of EEG 
resembles a novel approach in order to examine the temporal dynamics of CG integration. 
Further, it allows for the investigation of the electrophysiological underpinnings of CG 
processing through analyzing event-related potentials (ERPs) and time-frequency data (TFA). 
On the other hand, we considered the question of WHEN from a developmental perspective: 
we examined 4- and 5-year-old children with the visual-world eye tracking paradigm to specify 
the developmental trajectory of adult-like sensitivity to CG information in online processing. 
Both children and adults played largely identical versions of the referential communication 
game (e.g., Keysar et al., 2000). The crucial feature of this game is to manipulate the conditions 
of visual access between interlocutors by occluding certain objects in a grid: some objects are 
in CG (i.e., visible for both interlocutors), to some objects only the participant has privileged 
access to. 
For both the eye-tracking and the EEG study in adults, participants (eye-tracking: n=27, EEG: 
n=34) saw a 4x4 grid containing two sets of three different sized objects (i.e., small, medium, 
big) and two single distractors on a screen. A virtual confederate behind the grid provided 
auditory instructions (e.g., “Move the big star to the top.”). Participants then had to drag and 
drop the corresponding object to a field above the grid using a computer mouse. In conflict 
trials, the object that fit the request best from the perspective of the participant (“competitor”; 
e.g., “the big star”) was occluded from the confederate’s view. Thus, participants had to 
consider CG information to select the correct object (“target”; e.g., the medium-sized star). The 
experiment also entailed a no-conflict condition (targets visible for confederate and participant), 
a no-hidden condition (no occlusions at all), and filler trials. In advance of the experimental 
phase participants were instructed to mind the confederate’s perspective and underwent a 
practice phase with corrective feedback (2-step instruction similar to Wang et al., 2016). During 
the test phase, eye-tracking or EEG data were recorded, and reaction times (RTs) and 
accuracy rates were measured.  
The accuracy results revealed that participants mastered integration of CG in the conflict 
condition (eye-tracking: 99,6%, EEG: 100% accuracy rate). However, perspective taking had 
its costs: RTs showed that participants were on average slower in the conflict condition 
compared to the no-conflict condition (eye-tracking: 219ms, EEG: 214ms). The increased 
processing costs for the conflict vs. no-conflict condition were also reflected in the eye-tracking 
as well as in the ERP and TFA data as revealed by cluster-based permutation analyses (Maris 
and Oostenveld, 2007).For the eye-tracking data, later (cluster 400-850ms relative to noun 
onset) and longer (cluster 1500-1800ms relative to noun onset) looks to target were revealed 
in the conflict condition in comparison to the no-conflict condition. For the ERP data, the conflict 



condition elicited an enhanced late positivity in posterior (800-850ms relative to noun onset) 
and anterior (850-950ms and 1050-1150ms relative to noun onset) brain regions in comparison 
to the no-conflict condition. TFA data are sensitive to power changes in the frequency-bands 
and showed a power increase for the conflict vs. no-conflict conditions in theta (4-7 Hz) and 
alpha bands (8-12 Hz) 400-1050ms relative to noun onset. 
In sum, all of the applied methods revealed processing differences between the conflict and 
no-conflict conditions. The differences starting around 400ms relative to the onset of the noun 
were signified by later and longer looks to target (eye-tracking), enhanced late positivities 
(ERPs) and a power increase mostly visible in the theta frequency band (TFA). Since late 
positivities index processes aligned to the modification of discourse representations as well as 
conflict resolution (e.g., van Herten et al., 2005; Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky, 
2008; Schumacher, 2009; McCleery et al., 2011), and since increased power in the theta band 
has been found to be associated to slow potentials in the ERPs (Herrmann et al., 2005), 
reflecting, for instance, the processing of complex events (Başar et al., 2001),the integration 
of CG information seemed to be an effortful and relatively late process (i.e., 400ms after the 
presentation of the critical noun). Our findings therefore rather support the Egocentrism 
Account (Keysar et al., 2000), or the Autonomous Activation Account (Barr, 2008), rather than 
the Constraint-Based Account (Nadig and Sedivy, 2002; Hanna et al., 2003).This is especially 
remarkable in our setting, as clear instructions were given, the repetition rate was high, and 
the responses were perfectly accurate. 
 
In the developmental literature, there is a similar conflict between studies that find immediate 
online effects of CG information on eye-movements in children (Nadig and Sedivy, 2002) and 
those that demonstrate autonomous activation of privileged information in eye-movements in 
both children and adults (Epley et al., 2004). In a parallel study with four- and five-year-old 
children, we investigated the developmental trajectory of adult-like sensitivity to CG information 
in online processing of reference. In this study, we presented pre-recorded videos of a 3x3 grid 
and an adult confederate making requests, such as “Pick up the small horse”, to the participant. 
We also tracked children’s eye-movements to find out whether and at what point in the 
sentence processing children take CG information into account. In a preliminary analysis, the 
gaze data showed that, in the conflict condition, looks to the hidden competitor increased 
dramatically around the beginning of the critical size or position adjective for most participants 
(from 3% at 600ms after the auditory onset to 34% at 1700ms), while looks to the target in 
common ground increased much less overall (from 8% to 14% in the same interval). In the no-
conflict condition, in contrast, looks to the target in common ground increased dramatically 
(from 11% at 600ms to 42% at 1700ms), while those to a hidden object hardly increased at all 
(from 11% to 13%). Analysis of the behavioral responses from our pilot study with real-life 
interaction with an adult speaker showed that both age groups mostly ignored the speaker’s 
perspective (17 out of 30 failed all critical trials), although 5-year-olds had a statistically non-
significant tendency to choose the non-privileged object more often (40%) than 4-year-olds 
(20%). In sum, children up to about 6 years of age have difficulty taking an interlocutor’s visual 
perspective while determining the relevant referential domain in general, even though older 
children showed a tendency toward developing this ability. These results support Epley et al.’s 
(2004) account in which autonomous activation of privileged information is difficult to suppress 
especially for children even after training on the use of CG information. 
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